Call for Papers: The conference will provide a platform for exchanging innovative thoughts and creating cooperation between researchers in the fields of sport management and economics. We are inviting proposals for paper presentations as well as complete sessions consisting out of three papers/presenters. This conference provides researchers with an opportunity to present theoretical, empirical, and policy-oriented research.

Program Committee: Wladimir Andreff (Paris) · Neil Longley (Massachusetts) · Dennis Coates (Maryland, Baltimore) · Eike Emrich (Saarbrücken) · Christian Pierdtsioch (Hamburg) · Stefan Szymanski (Michigan) · Christian Dreger (Berlin) · Georg Stadtmann (Frankfurt/Oder) · Tim Pawlowski (Tübingen) · Alexander Ferrauti (Bochum) · Oliver Budzinski (Ilmenau) · Bernd Frick (Paderborn) · Gerd G. Wagner (Berlin) · Markus Kurscheidt (Bayreuth) · Joel G. Maxcy (Philadelphia) · Martin Falk (Vienna)


For more information, please visit [http://sesmberlin.wix.com/smse](http://sesmberlin.wix.com/smse) or contact conSESM@yahoo.de

In co-operation with the International Association of Sports Economists (IASE, [www.iase-sport.org](http://www.iase-sport.org)).